Year 5 Home Learning Project – EGYPT.
Dear Year 5 Parents, In addition to the home learning packs sent we would like to give Year 5 the opportunity to do
some exciting and creative home learning with you or independently. Pupils are therefore able to work through the
following as much as possible. This project will need to be brought back to school to be presented. We will have a
showing afternoon during the last week of term where the children can share their project with their peers. You can
do each of the sections individually or join them all together in one big project.
Many thanks, The Year 5 team.

Make
Make a model pyramid. You could use sand, cardboard,
paint, paper, lego, wood or anything else! You could also
find out about what Ancient Egyptians put inside
pyramids

Fact book
Create a fact book which will wow any reader! Try to
design a front cover, contents page and a variety of facts.
This could be a fun thing to add to each week. You could
include facts about: *Pharaohs *Gods/goddesses
*Pyramids *The River Nile

Maths
Approximately 6 700 workers were needed to build a
pyramid in 20 yrs.
How many workers would be needed to build a pyramid
in 10 years? What about 5 years?
What about if you were building 3 pyramids?
What other mathematical facts can you work out?

ICT
Create a PowerPoint presentation, paper presentation in
any form or a presentation on purplemash about Ancient
Egypt. Bring your presentation into school so you can
share it with your class.

Geography
History
Research Ancient Egyptian gods and design a poster
showing what you have found out.

Create a song, poem or play about Ancient

Research the country Egypt and design a poster showing
what you have found out.

Write a myth set in Ancient Egypt

Egypt.
Either create a song, poem or play showing what life was
like in Ancient Egypt. One way to do this is to find a song
or poem you like and try to innovate it, or be daring and
create one from scratch.

Don’t forget to include an ancient setting, gods and
goddesses and dangerous or strange creatures!

Art
Find/draw pictures of ancient Egyptian clothes or
jewellery. You could also find out about what materials
ancient Egyptians might have used to make these items.

Create
Create a board game or card game which would help you
remember what life was like in Ancient Egypt

